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The complexities of field transfer
Shanna Griffith Laura Ramsey
Database Specialist Senior Metadata Operations Manager
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Hello.  Today Laura and I are going to talk about the complexities of field transfer.

For those who may not be familiar, field transfer is the selected bibliographic data from a record identified as a duplicate 
that are copied (or transferred) into the record identified as the retained record.  Software performs field-by-field 
transfers according to strict and complex rules.  We will take a closer look at some of those finer details during this 
presentation.

I will be covering some of the details around field transfer for manual merges and Duplicate Detection and Resolution 
(AKA DDR).  Later, Laura will highlight some of the details of field transfer for other processes, such as Data Sync.
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Field transfer: The basics

• Complex and involves many MARC elements
• Specific rules and/or exceptions for some fields
• Conditions may impact field transfer

• Type codes (Leader/06 and in some cases 006/00) in both the 
retained and deleted records

• Language of cataloging (field 040 subfield $b) in both the retained 
and deleted records

• Repeatability status of the field in question
• Presence of that field tag in the retained record
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Field transfer is complex and takes many MARC elements into consideration. There are several standard sets of transfer 
rules; however, some fields have their own specific rules and/or exceptions. Although records that are candidates for 
deduplication may be within a set of any size, in practice, they are compared in a succession of pairs. Meaning within the 
set of records, one is considered the retained record and the others will be merged and deleted.

There are some conditions that may have an impact on field transfer, such as:
• Type codes in both the retained and deleted records
• Language of cataloging in both the retained and deleted records
• Repeatability status of the field in question, and the
• Presence of that field tag in the retained record, just to name a few
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Field transfer in BFAS
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In Bibliographic Formats and Standards (AKA, BFAS), we have added a Field Transfer section to Chapter 5.4 WorldCat 
Metadata Quality Activities. This table provides insight to what happens through the DDR and manual merge 
processes. It provides a list of the fields that can transfer, the conditions that must be met for the field to transfer, and if 
that field will transfer to CONSER records. CONSER records are continuing resource bibliographic records contributed by 
the Cooperative Serials Program of the PCC and can be identified by the presence of an authentication code such as pcc
in field 042.

Some of the terms that you will see repeated throughout the table are outlined in the various colored boxes on the 
slide.
• All occurrences: is every instance of the field in a set of records
• If not present: means the field does not exist in the retained record
• All unique occurrences: is every distinct instance of the field in a set of records that meets the specific criteria for that

field, and
• First occurrence: is the initial instance of the field in a set of records
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So, in this section of the transfer table on the slide, we can see that:
• field 010 (Library of Congress Control Number) will transfer if that field is not present in the retained record and is marked ‘no’ 

it will not transfer to CONSER records
• all unique occurrences of field 016 (National Bibliographic Agency Control Number) will transfer to the retained record and is 

marked ‘yes’ it will also transfer to CONSER records
• And finally, we see that the first occurrence of field 022 (International Standard Serial Number) will transfer if the field is not 

present in the retained record and is marked ‘yes’ it will also transfer to CONSER records
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Example: Field transfer
DELETED RECORD

020     9781770492332

082 04  [E] $2 22

082 04  jC813/.6 $2 22

100 1    Hartt-Sussman, Heather.

245 10  Noni says no / $c Heather Hartt-Sussman ; illustrated by 
Geneviève Côte.́

260     Toronto : $b Tundra Books, $c: c2011.

520     Noni can do many things. But she can't say no. Find what 
happens that causes Noni to finally stand up for herself.

526   0   Accelerated Reader $b Grades K-4 $c: 3 $d 0.5 $x SD $z 
Quiz 143291 $z English fiction.  

650   0  Self-confidence $v Juvenile fiction.

650   0  Assertiveness (Psychology) $v Juvenile fiction.

650   1  Anger $v Fiction.  

650   1  Friendship $v Fiction.

650   1  Self-confidence $v Fiction.

700  1   Côte,́ Geneviève.

938     YBP Library Services $b YANK $n 6968218

938       Children's Plus, Inc. $b CHIL $n 1631673
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RETAINED RECORD

020  9781770492332

100 1  Hartt-Sussman, Heather.

245 10 Noni says no / $c Heather Hartt-Sussman ; illustrated by 
Geneviève Côte.́

260  Toronto : $b Tundra Books, $c c2011.

520  Noni can do many things. But she can't say no. Find what 
happens that causes Noni to finally stand up for herself.

650  0 Self-confidence $v Juvenile fiction.

650  0 Assertiveness (Psychology) $v Juvenile fiction.

700 1  Côté, Geneviève.

938  YBP Library Services $b YANK $n 6968218

938  Brodart $b BROD $c $17.95 $n 11582812

Here we have an example of duplicate records.  The duplicate (or delete) record on the left has fields that are not 
present in the retained record on the right and will transfer during the merge process, if the transfer criteria for each 
field is met.  

Note that only one of the 082 fields is highlighted as a field to transfer, and the second indicator has been bolded in the 
highlighted subject access points.
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Example: Field transfer
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RETAINED RECORD – POST MERGE

020        978177049233

082 04  [E] $2 22

100   1  Hartt-Sussman, Heather.

245 10  Noni says no / $c Heather Hartt-Sussman ; illustrated 
by Geneviève Côté.

260     Toronto : $b Tundra Books, $c c2011.

520   Noni can do many things. But she can't say no. Find what 
happens that causes Noni to finally stand up for herself.

526  0   Accelerated Reader $b Grades K-4 $c 3 $d 0.5 $x SD $z: 
Quiz 143291 $z English fiction.

650  0  Self-confidence $v Juvenile fiction.

650  0  Assertiveness (Psychology) $v Juvenile fiction.

650  1  Anger $v Fiction.  

650  1  Friendship $v Fiction.

650  1  Self-confidence $v Fiction.

700 1   Côté, Geneviève.

938    YBP Library Services $b YANK $n 6968218

938    Brodart $b BROD $c $17.95 $n 11582812

938      Children's Plus, Inc. $b CHIL $n 1631673

Here is the image of the retained record after the merge.

We can see from the transfer guidelines on the right for each field, that only the first occurrence of field 082 will 
transfer, if not already present in the retained record.

The transfer guidelines for field 526 are for all unique occurrences, with uniqueness determined by subfield $a and, if 
present, subfield $5.  In this case, since this field was not already present in the retained record, it is considered unique 
and was transferred.

For fields 600-651, uniqueness is determined by the 2nd indicator value and, if present, the subfield $2.  Fields only 
transfer if no other subject access points in that same scheme are present in the retained record.  So, these LC children’s 
headings, with second indicator value 1 transferred, since none with that same second indicator value were already in 
the record.

And, field 938 transferred based on the uniqueness of subfield $b and subfield $n.
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Non-Latin script field transfer

May transfer only in a limited set of circumstances:

• The retained record does not contain field 066, and
• The retained record contains field 041, or
• The retained record does not contain field 041, but does contain either field 008/35-37 or 

field 040 subfield $b with a MARC language code other than any of the following: baq, cat, 
dan, dut, eng, fre, fry, ger, ice, ita, nob, nor, por, spa, or swe, and

• The field meets the criteria for the field referenced in subfield $6 for transferring non-Latin 
script data

Unlinked fields do not transfer to CONSER records; linked fields may transfer to CONSER 
records according to the rules for the specific field
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As previously mentioned, some fields have specific rules and/or exceptions that must be met for the field to transfer.  
The non-Latin script field 880 is one such field and may transfer only in a limited set of circumstances.

• The retained record does not contain field 066, and
• The retained record contains field 041, or
• The retained record does not contain field 041, but does contain either field 008/bytes 35-37 or field 040 

subfield $b with a MARC language code other than any of the following codes shown on the slide, and
• The field meets the criteria for the field referenced in subfield $6 for transferring non-Latin script data

Unlinked fields do not transfer to CONSER records; linked fields may transfer to CONSER records according to 
the rules for the specific field
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Example 1: Non-Latin script field transfer
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In this first example, we have the 520 field.  The transfer table shows that all occurrences of this field will transfer if not 
already present in the retained record.  We also see that it is marked as ‘no’, it will not transfer to CONSER records.
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Example 2: Non-Latin script field transfer
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In this second example we have a couple of 6XX fields, both with second indicator 7. The transfer table shows that for 
the listed fields 600-651, all unique occurrences will transfer to the retained record. Uniqueness is determined by 2nd

indicator value and, if present, subfield $2. In this case these fields would transfer to the retained record if this scheme 
was not already present in the retained record.

The table also provides additional information about occurrences with 2nd indicator value 4. Noting that they 
will transfer only when NO OTHER fields 600-651 are present in the retained record.

In addition, this section also shows how transfer of these fields are handled if the delete record is an NLM 
record.

I will now pass it over to Laura to talk about field transfer for other processes and changes to field transfer.
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Data Sync field transfer
• Classification and call number fields: 050, 055, 060, 070, 080, 082, 

083, 084, 085, 086
• Note fields: 505, 508, 511, 520
• Subject heading fields: 600, 610, 611, 630, 647, 648, 650, 651, 655
• Vendor records only: fields 856 and 938
• Field 029
• Note: non-Latin fields do not transfer in most Data Sync processing

                              https://oc.lc/data-sync-processing
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Shanna covered field transfer for DDR and manual merging. I’m going to cover the difference in field transfer for other 
processes. Most records that are processed through Data Sync or other batchload projects fall into this category of a 
limited set of fields that are eligible for field transfer. There are exceptions to this for certain projects, such as records 
contributed by national libraries or through a cooperative cataloging program such as PCC, which have the same criteria 
for fields eligible for transfer as DDR.

You’ll see from this slide that we transfer fields in the categories of classification and call numbers, some selected note 
fields, and subject heading fields. These are all transferred using the same rules that are outlined in the field transfer 
table in chapter 5 that Shanna referred to.

One exception to that is field 856 which will only transfer in vendor record processing and from national and cooperative 
libraries projects. In fact, several years ago we changed the criteria in order to reduce the transfer of 856 fields with local 
URLs, however you may still see remnants of that in WorldCat as we continue to eliminate local URLs.

The other exception to most projects is field 938, which is vendor specific information, so therefore only transfers in 
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vendor record processing.

And one last field that we transfer that doesn’t fit into the categories just described is field 029. I also want to call out that non-
Latin fields generally do not transfer in Data sync processing. 

For more information on field transfer in Data Sync processing, see https://oc.lc/data-sync-processing.
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Additional changes to field transfer

• Limiting the transfer of non-Latin fields when non-Latin isn't 
expected based on language of cataloging or language of the 
resource

• Limiting the transfer of non-Latin fields when non-Latin is 
already present

• Expanding the transfer of 300 field to RDA CIP records when 
the WorldCat record contains variations of “pages cm”
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Now back to the overarching topic of field transfer. In addition to changing the transfer rules for field 856 as I mentioned,
we are continually making adjustments to field transfer for reasons such as new MARC fields, unexpected outcomes of 
field transfer, and refinement or improvement of the rules.

All of these changes that I’m going to highlight apply to both DDR and Data 
Sync field transfer when the fields are candidates to transfer according to 
the type of processing.

Some recent changes made to field transfer involve the handling of non-Latin fields to limit the transfer when non-Latin 
field is not expected for the WorldCat record, as well as preventing the transfer if non-Latin is already present on the 
WorldCat record. Shanna went into more detail about the criteria for the transfer of non-Latin data.

We also expanded the transfer of field 300 to RDA CIP records when the 300 field on the WorldCat record contains 
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“pages cm”, where previously the rule was to transfer when it was “p cm”. 
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Additional changes to field transfer

• Only transferring field 022 when the WorldCat record is a 
continuing resource

• Expanding the list of fields that transfer when new fields are 
added to MARC, such as fields 341 and 532 

• Allowing the transfer of field 046 when not present on the 
WorldCat record
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Other recent changes include only transferring field 022 when the record is a continuing resource. Field 022 is only valid 
on continuing resource records, and this eliminated the undesirable transfer to non-continuing resource records and the 
associated validation error when a cataloger attempted to replace the record.

We also consider expanding the list of fields whenever new fields are added to MARC. Recent examples of this are field 
341 for accessibility content and field 532 for an accessibility note.

Field 046 was a recent addition as a field eligible for transfer.
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Additional changes to field transfer

• Including subfield $q when transferring fields 015, 020, 024, 
027, and 028

• Only transferring local subject headings (6xx, second 
indicator 4) when no other subject headings are present on 
the WorldCat record

• Adding additional subject heading fields: 653, 654, 656, 657, 
658, 662 (coming soon)
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We also changed the criteria to include subfield $q when transferring fields 015, 020, 024, 027, and 028.

A major improvement was made when we stopped the transfer of local subject headings when subject headings were 
already present on the WorldCat record. This eliminated the duplication of subject headings that gave many catalogers 
headaches.

And coming in the near future, we are expanding the list of subject heading fields to include fields 653-658 and field 662. 
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What doesn’t transfer?
• Descriptive fields 

• Unstructured note fields that are repeatable and would 
be difficult to programmatically determine unique 
content

• Name and title access points

• Most linking fields (76x-78x)
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We often get questions as to why certain fields did not transfer when records were merged or matched to. We want to 
be sure to transfer data that will add value to the WorldCat record, but not duplicate existing data in the record or 
potentially change the identity of a record.

Descriptive fields are out of scope for field transfer since the description of a record should only be modified by a 
cataloger with the resource in hand.

To avoid duplication, there are many notes fields that are unstructured that we do not transfer since it would be difficult 
to determine when the content of a field is already present in a note on the WorldCat record. One such example of this is 
field 500.

Also out of scope are name and title access points, which should also be cataloger supplied. And most linking fields are 
not eligible in order to avoid the potential of duplication when such fields have differences in content, and to also avoid 
potential incorrect references to other WorldCat records. Again, those fields should be cataloger supplied to ensure their 
accuracy.
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If you suspect there has been a loss of valuable data when records are merged or matched to, we are always happy to look into it 
and add it to the WorldCat record if appropriate. Such requests can be sent to Bibchange@oclc.org or through the error reporting
function in Connexion and Record Manager.

And now I’ll turn it back over to …
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October Virtual AskQC Office Hours
Getting a fix on fixed field elements

Tuesday, 12 Oct. at 10:00 AM Eastern
Thursday, 21 Oct. at 4:00 PM Eastern

Registration and session links 
available at oc.lc/askqc
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Thank you!

Send cataloging policy questions at 
any time to askqc@oclc.org
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